Abstract. Modeling of semantic space is a new and challenging research topic both in cognitive science and linguistics. Existing approaches can be classified into two different types according to how the calculation are done: either a word-by-word co-occurrence matrix or a word-by-context matrix (Riordan 2007) . In this paper, we argue that the existing popular distributional semantic model (vector space model), does not adequately explain the age-ofacquisition data in Chinese. An alternatively measure of semantic proximity called PROX (Gaume et al, 2006 ) is applied instead. The application or PROX has interesting psycholinguistic implications. Unlike previous semantic space models, PROX can be trained with children's data as well as adult data. This allows us to test the hypothesis that children's semantic space approximates the target of acquisition: adult's semantic space. It also allows us to compare our Chinese experiment results with French results to see to attest the universality of the approximation model.
Introduction
Semantic space modeling has been an interesting topic both in cognitive science and linguistics. There have been many empirical methods proposed both in computational linguistics and in (cognitive) psychology. Recently, distributional models (or vector-based models) becomes one of the core techniques for their impact on advanced tasks such as modeling of human language processing and acquisition. Notwithstanding its significant success, we will argue in this paper, that this model exposes some crucial limitations when processing with Chinese data, especially in the context of psycholinguistic settings. Alternatively, we propose to take graph-based model to perform the task, a stochastic method (PROX) proposed by Gaume is tested on age-of-acquisition data in Chinese. The preliminary experiment yields promising results, and we believe that it will shed light on the cognitive modeling and bridge the gap between graph method and psycholinguistics. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will critically review related works on semantic space modeling, including the introduction of the existing models and their limitations; then Section 3 discusses our age-of-acquisition data, how they are elicited to be linguistic evidences of early lexicon acquisition. Section 4 introduces the proposal mathematical method in measuring the lexical proximity and semantic approximation based on our data, and some incidental issues. Comparison and discussion will be shown in Section 5, finally Section 6 concludes this work.
Distributional models
The hallmark of current distributional semantic models is that they all assume the Distributional Hypothesis, which states the surrounding context of a given target word provides information about its semantic content (Sahlgren, 2006) . (Riordan and Jones, 2007) classifies semantic space models into two types based on their design architecture and representation scheme, i.e., "paradigmatic" and "syntagmatic" spaces. The representative paradigmatic Space modeling are Hyperspace Analogue of Language (HAL) framework (Burgess and Lund (2000)), which yields better results on the synonymy test. The representative syntagmatic space modeling, on the contrast, is latent semantic analysis (LSA; Landauer and Dumais, 1997) , and other lexical co-occurrence models of semantic memory, which seems to have a higher degree of correlation with the human association norm.
Although the models differ considerably in the algorithms used, they are all fundamentally based on the principle that a word's meaning can be induced by observing its statistical usage across a large sample of language. Take the most popular model Latent Semantic Analysis for example, it is a statistical computational model which can automatically generate semantic similarity measures between words in a corpus of texts. It begins with constructing vector spaces, that is, by finding the frequency of terms used and the number of co-occurrences in each documents throughout the corpus, and in order to reduce the dimensionality of the constructed co-occurrence matrix, a projection method (e.g., Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)) is used to find deeper meanings and relations among words. The distributional model benefits from training on extremely large amounts of data, and aim to correlate more closely with human semantic similarity. 1 . The evaluation typically proceeds by first training a model on a corpus of text, after which the model can generate similarity ratings between word pairs for comparison with human judgments. 2
Problems
In addition to some other known limitations of distributional models, such as treating contexts equally, ignoring the facts that using different data set and tuning parameters will affect the resulting semantic space, ..etc, there should be more methodological discussions and cross-cultural empirical tests on proposing these models as plausible simulations of human semantic space organization. In the following, we summarize two main issues we need to deal with: First, to the best of our knowledge, current construction and evaluations of distributional lexical semantic models (e.g., LSA, Topics, HAL) have largely focused on word-level. However, analyzing performance at the word-level (such as synonym and word association tests) may provide some interesting insights into the behavior of the models, it does not capture important linguistic phenomena in Chinese, as wordhood is a continually debating issue. Technically, corpus preprocessing strategy affects the target and context selection. The evident effect on LSA modeling can be tested from different pre-processed corpus data (i.e., with different segmented texts), the space model thus built is prone to lose its cognitive plausibility. 3 Second, as known that human lexical semantic competence is dynamically multi-faceted, but the evaluation of distributional models tend to focus on a single aspect (most typically the detection of semantic similarity), and mostly trained on adult input.
This misunderstanding may go back to the metaphorical usage of mental lexicon (Jarema and Libben). Mental lexicon as a metaphor implies a dictionary-like thing represented in our mind, which with its huge and growing storage of usages, allow us to engage in everyday processes of language comprehension and production. Yet, as the vast majority of psycholinguistic research show, it is rather a cognitive system that constitutes the capacity for conscious and unconscious lexical activity. The term cognitive system highlights the fact that, while making no claims regarding the extent to which the mental lexicon is monolithic and the extent to which it is structurally or functionally encapsulated, the mental lexicon is not as that entity enables lexical activity but, rather, as that entity which is lexical activity. In addition, from the viewpoint of language acquisition, the lexical component changes the most over the lifespan, with the acquisition of new words extending throughout adulthood. In that sense, our mental lexicons are never fixed and never cease being linguistic capacities. Taking these into considerations, there is room for improvement for the existing distributional models.
3 Age-of-Acquisition Data from M3 Projects 
Experimental Design and Results
One of the goals in our on-going M3 project is to show the importance of semantic flexibility during early lexical development . In order to elicit the production of semantic approximation, an action-video naming task followed by a reformulation task has been performed modeled on previous experiments from our French colleagues. 17 action movies 5 were first presented in random order to each participant, the instructions were given at the time the action in the movie was completed and its results were visible (e.g., when the glass is broken). At that moment a question was asked to the participant: what did the woman do? 6 In this way 954/5769 (type/token) Chinese verbs were elicited. Figure 1 depicts the scenario. In order to perform the analysis of semantic flexibility, (Duvignau, 2002; Duvignau et al, 2005) distinguished two kinds of semantic approximations: (1) Intra-domain proximity or pragmatic approximation, which reflects synonymy between verbs that belong to the same semantic domain. E.g., a child with three years old uses the verb coupe ('cut') to designate the action of 'peels an orange'.(2) Extra-domain proximity or linguistic approximation, which reflects synonymy between verbs that belong to distinct semantic domains. E.g., a child with 5 years uses undress to designate the action of 'peels an orange'. 4 M3 project is an international collaborative interdisciplinary research project that aims to survey the semantic verbal approximations in both French and Chinese mandarin early lexicon acquisition. 5 break glass, tear off paper, peel banana, saw plank, cut bread, peel orange, ...etc. 6 For more details please refer to M3 project website. http://140.112.147.149:81/m3/ 4 Measuring Lexical Proximity and Semantic Approximation
Graph-based model
Given the data, our concerns turn to the interdisciplinary issue: what would be the best computational model that maximally approximate the semantic space represented in the early verb acquisition data?
As mentioned, corpus-based distributional semantic models treat semantic content as vectors 7 , and in this way turns distributional similarity to semantic similarity through statistic analysis. However, in the context of semantic space modeling, the distinction of similarity and proximity should be carefully distinguished. As mentioned by (Gaume et al, 2006) , that proximity is a Gestalt principle of network organization. In our attempt, measuring lexical proximity means calculating social nearness of lexicon, which should better be measured by considering the 'global' position in a semantic space, not solely by 'local' comparison of two given verbs. (Gaume et al., 2006) proposes 'proxemy', a semantic proximity measure based on the ground of the complete graph. PROX(PROXemy) is a stochastic method designed for studying "Hierarchical Small Worlds" (2008) . The goal is set to measure and visualize proximity between lexical nodes. To sum, PROX build a similarity measure between the vertices, It takes a graph as input and transform them in a Markov chain whose states are graph vertices. The underlying hypothesis is that ares having a high density in edges correspond to closely related verb meanings (in a graph of verbs).
PROX: Graph-based methods of Proximity Measurement
Formal Definition of PROX algorithm is given as follows:
Definition 1. Given a graph with n vertices, G = (V, E), we will note [G] the matrix n × n such that ∀r, s ∈ V , [G] r,s = 0 if {r, s} / ∈ E and 1 otherwise.
[G] is called the adjacency matrix of G.
Definition 2. Given G = (V, E) a reflexive graph with n vertices.
[Ĝ] is a n × n matrix defined
is the Markovian matrix of G.
Definition 3. Given G = (V, E) a reflexive graph with n vertices and [Ĝ] its Markovian matrix, ∀r, s ∈ V , ∀t ∈ N * , PROX (G, t, r, s) = [Ĝ t ] r,s PROX (G, t, r, s) is therefore the probability for a particle departing from r at the instant zero to be on s at the instant t. When PROX (G, t, r, s) PROX (G,t,r,u), the particle has more probability to be, at instance t on s than on u and it is graph structure that determine these probabilities. Table 1 shows the numeric data of Chinese graph data we processed. During the period of preparation, we have tried to explore different possibilities and make the most use of merging existing Chinese lexical resources, including Chinese Wordnet (CWN), CILIN Thesaurus (CILIN), Sinica Bilingual Ontological Wordnet (SinicaBOW), and English-Chinese Translation Equivalence Database (ECTED).
PROXing Chinese Graph Data
A crucial problem encountered while PROX Chinese Graph data, which is similar to the segmentation issue discussed previously, lies in that some 'verbal constructions' exist in our acquisition data do not constitute 'words'. Usually, resultative compound and resultative construction have semantic relation with the head word, our strategy here is to create a set of paradigmatic links to bypass the problem. (See Figure 4. 3 A is C to B, A is E to D) 
Comparison and Discussion
Comparing PROX with M3 Age-of-Acquisition data
For the film (peel banana), the elicited verb from adults is 剝 consistently, while a lists of different verbs from children aging from 3 to 9 are 切,扒,用,吃,弄,拉,拔,剝,拆,削,拿,剪,帶,脫,掰,撕. The distribution pie charts are plotted in Figure 2 . For the purpose of comparison, we first run the LSA model 8 with the input 剝, calculated based on Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus. From the results (Figure 3 ), surprisingly none of verb retrieved is found in our list. We then run the PROX based on CILIN and ECTED-CWN data 9 , the matched verbs (扒、用、拔、削、脫) yield the coverage of 30%. Figure 4 and 5 show the visualization of the semantic space around the target word and its neighbors. 
Developmental issue
At a wider angle, we observed that, from the preliminary experiment, PROX model seems to perform better at semantic approximation tasks. However, it also raises the issue with regard to : CiLin 剝, we set the value of t to 3 since L is less than 3 in the Graph. That is, we take into account the global graph simply by calculating PROX (G;3;r;s). In each of them we extract the cross-age group highest frequency verb (V 1 f req .), which is also the adult conventional utterance, to compare with the second highest frequency verb (V 2 f req .). Both the V 1 f req . and the V 2 f req . occur in each age group of the respective movies, showing their close semantic relation. The original five age groups are regrouped into three to increase data amount of each group and hence reliability, with 3-year-old group and the 5-year-old put in one group and the 7-year-old grouped with the 9-year-old. Figure 6 demonstrates an example from the movie 'sawing plank'. Frequency of V 1 f req and that of V 2 f req by age group are shown in Figure 6 . It is noticeable that while the frequency of V 1 f req increases over age, that of V 2 f req decreases on the contrary. We divide the frequency of V 2 f req by that of V 1 f req to produce what we call Replacing Rate, which is defined as Replacing Rate = Frequency of V 2 f req / Frequency of V 1 f req . By replacing we mean that children who have not picked up the conventional verb replace it with an alternative verbal form. Figure 7 demonstrates the replacing rates in the four movies. The replacing rates all show a clear drop over age. This means the replacing trend decreases along children's development when they gradually learn the adult conventional verb. These also hint something similar to what is called pruning of neural connections when describing children's neuro-cognitive development. While significant, this has been neglected in the study of computational modeling of the mental lexicon.
Toward a Cross-language and Multi-facet Testbed
The result of our initial experiment motivates us to work on preparing and evaluating different vector-based and graph-based models on different kinds of data, such as data from corpus (Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus, LDC Chinese Gigaword Corpus, Web as Corpus), lexical resources (Chinese Wordnet, Cilin Thesaurus, wiki), psycholinguistic experiments (word association, priming, age-of-acquisition). With an integrated testbed, it would be interesting to evaluate how amenable various kinds of models are for which kinds of data, and validated by cross-lingual evidence. 10 
Conclusion
The aim of this paper is to explore the modeling and measurement of lexical proximity in Chinese semantic space. We argue that the existing popular distributional semantic model (also known as vector semantics model), does not adequately explain the age-of-acquisition data in Chinese. An alternatively measure of semantic proximity called PROX (Gaume , 2006 ) is applied instead. Starting from our preliminary experimental results, we believe a large-scale cross-linguistic and multi-facets testbed is urgently needed. This constitutes one of our future works.
On the other hand, this paper represents a small step toward a larger understanding of the issues in modeling developmental changes of mental lexicon. This larger understanding of the issues require not only sophisticated insights from theoretical perspectives, which includes overgeneralization of semantic meaning in early lexical development: moon for ball (Clark 1993) , and suggestions for lexical reorganization (Bowerman et al, 2004) , but also novel techniques merging with mathematical models, computer simulations and empirical data analysis. The insights will illuminate the nature of human cognitive system.
